The character of Woof was a giggling criminal who was spliced with hyena DNA? Is it plausible that genetic manipulation can create a human / animal hybrid?
Can genetic manipulation completely alter an individual’s physical appearance?
How did the Joker convert Robin into a younger version of himself?
What caused Tim Drake to turn into the Joker?
Is it technologically feasible for a computer chip to contain the entire personality and knowledge of an individual?
Is it technologically feasible for a computer chip containing the entire personality and knowledge of an individual to overwrite the personality of another person?
Is it technologically feasible for a computer chip containing DNA of an individual to temporarily overwrite the DNA of another individual?

Can the overwriting of an individual’s DNA make temporary changes in the individual appearance (phenotype)?
Batman of the future possessed a costume that gave him the ability to fly. Does the technology exist today that could make such a suit possible?
Where does the line between science fiction and science fact exist?
Questions
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